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In terms of ecosystem structure, quality, and service, we have constructed a

total of 18 characteristic evaluation indicators that could reflect the “state

change interaction” of the ecosystem and analyzed the Spatio-temporal

change of the ecosystem in Hexi Corridor from 2000 to 2020. The results

show that: 1. The improvement of ecosystem and service is more obvious in the

areas with a better ecological background in the East. The supply and regulation

services of the ecosystem are synergetic. 2. In the past 2 decades, the ecological

conditions of the Hexi corridor have improved as a whole, and the hot spots for

improving ecosystem quality and services have gradually moved eastward. 3.

Ecosystem changes have significantly changed the quantity and relationship of

ecosystem services, showing strong spatial heterogeneity. For example, the loss

of natural vegetation in the central and eastern regions with good ecological

backgrounds has improved the water conservation service and also enhanced

the synergy between it and the supply service. From the perspective of the

relationship between ecosystem regulation services and supply services, the

coordination characteristics areweakened, but the performance of regionswith

a poor ecological background in the west is just the opposite. In short, the

typical climate characteristics of dry landwith little rain and the spatial pattern of

water resource shortage not only jointly determine the ecosystem background

of the region, but also bring significant spatial differences and greater

uncertainties to the relationship between ecosystem transformation and

ecosystem services. Therefore, dryland ecosystem management and

protection should be based on detailed and differentiated ecosystem

assessment, taking into account regional natural resource endowment,

giving priority to improving the stability of the regional ecosystem and

gradually increasing regional ecosystem services.
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1 Introduction

Areas, where the ratio of annual average rainfall to potential

evapotranspiration is less than 0.65 are known as drylands, which

is mainly distributed in fragile ecosystems such as desert and bare

land (Li et al., 2021) Drylands, are generally located in the

ecotone of different natural geographical units, which are

often the ecological barriers of the region (Kazenel et al.,

2020; Li et al., 2021). However, due to the continuous

intensification of human activities such as urban construction,

water resources utilization, and mineral resources development,

more and more eco-environmental problems are gradually

emerging in these regions under the background of climate

change (Liu et al., 2019; Lian et al., 2021; Shen et al., 2021).

Therefore, identifying the spatial distribution pattern and change

characteristics of different ecosystems is the premise for the

overall protection and management of ecosystems in drylands.

With the development of human society and economy, in

addition to the protection of species and natural landscapes

through publicity and education, the use of various policy tools

such as ecosystem management, restoration, assessment, and

monitoring has attracted much attention. (Murcia et al., 2014;

Alexander et al., 2016; Fischer et al., 2021; Jiang et al., 2021). At

present, ecological protection, restoration, and management

decisions at regional and national scales mainly focus on two

aspects. On the one hand, for areas with poor natural

environment backgrounds and fragile and sensitive ecosystems,

the objective of ecosystem protection and management measures

is to improve the stability of ecosystem structure in these ecologically

vulnerable areas. (Li et al., 2018; Liu et al., 2018). On the other hand,

ecosystem management also pays more attention to process

supervision, such as the supervision of unreasonable human

development and construction, and timely repair of degraded

areas (Cao et al., 2018; Etter et al., 2020; Copeland et al., 2021).

Dryland, which accounts for a relatively wide land area, has fewer

human activities. Therefore, most decision-makers of ecological

protection management gradually realize that it is particularly

important to evaluate the spatial difference characteristics of

ecosystem patterns from the perspective of macro geographical

units. In this way, targeted protection-oriented policies and

measures can be implemented for vulnerable regions and sensitive

ecosystems, which can not only prevent ecological degradation but

also provide timely and accurate repair for damaged ecosystems.

At present, the protection and supervision of fragile ecosystems

represented by drylands are two aspects of ecosystem management

decision-making at the government level. Therefore, the assessment

of nature reserves and ecological engineering projects has become

the two main assessment tools to support ecological management

decision-making. The first assessment tool includes the evaluation of

the construction process, daily management, and protective effect of

representative nature reserves (Le Saout et al., 2013; Assaf et al.,

2021). However, due to the characteristics of small areas, scattered

patches, and single protected objects, the representation of the

overall characteristics of the regional ecosystem is insufficient

(DeFries et al., 2010; Sigel et al., 2010; Watson et al., 2014).

Another tool focuses on the ecological restoration area, which is

related to specific projects (Nilsson et al., 2016; Tong et al., 2017).

The assessment objects in these areas are generally relatively obvious

vegetation destruction or environmental pollution events caused by

the development of industrial and mining activities, which is

different from the macroecological protection strategy of fragile

ecosystems on a regional scale. Generally, the continuity and

systematic characteristics of an ecosystem determine that

ecosystem services reflect the connection and interaction of

ecological elements at multiple scales (Kandziora et al., 2013). It

can be seen that the essence of these two kinds of tools is to evaluate

the ecological factors and ecological events, rather than an

assessment of the regional ecological status. They neither

represent the overall characteristics of the regional ecosystem nor

depict the changing rules and interactions of the characteristics of

the complex ecosystem (such as structure, quality, and service)

from the changing time and space dimensions. In recent years, some

of the latest research has gradually focused on the changes in the

spatial and temporal patterns of ecosystems and the quantitative

evaluation of the spatial and temporal characteristics of ecosystem

service flows, focusing on the analysis of the relationship between the

characteristics of regional ecosystems (Sun et al., 2020; Li et al., 2021;

Zhang et al., 2022). This provides new content for the development

of regional ecosystem-integrated assessment tools.

With the development of satellite remote sensing technology,

it is possible to quickly obtain the parameter information of the

terrestrial ecosystem, which brings convenience to the extraction

and analysis of long-time series and multi-spatial scale ecological

information. More and more studies use satellite remote sensing

data to analyze regional ecosystem changes and carry out

ecosystem comprehensive assessments (Ayanu et al., 2012;

Araujo Barbosa et al., 2015; Pettorelli et al., 2018). In

ecosystem monitoring and assessment, the information

obtained from satellite remote sensing observation and

inversion can not only directly represent the ecosystem

structure and quality information (such as land use

classification, vegetation index, vegetation productivity, etc.,)

but also drive a series of ecosystem service assessment models

(such as water conservation and soil conservation) to outline the

ecosystem structure, quality and service characteristics from

multiple perspectives. With the help of geographic

information spatial analysis and statistical technology, all

kinds of direct and indirect monitoring indicators of

ecosystems can be used for spatiotemporal comprehensive

assessment at different scales.

Therefore, it is one of the key problems to be solved urgently

how to construct an effective evaluation index that can not only

reflect the main characteristics of the regional ecosystem but also

can be directly used to assist decision-making. In this paper, we

take Hexi Corridor as an example. Based on optimizing and

developing the national and regional ecological status indicators
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in regular investigation and assessment (Wang and Ouyang,

2014; Hou et al., 2015), we add the indicators reflecting the

interaction of ecosystem structure, quality, and service into the

evaluation framework as the characteristic content, and

quantitatively analyze the spatial and temporal changes of

various ecosystem indicators at the regional and county scales

from 2000 to 2020. The purpose of this paper is to reveal the

divergent trends of ecosystem status and services in time and

space from a deeper level and more dimensions and help regional

ecosystem protection and management decisions.

2 Materials and methods

2.1 Study area

The Hexi Corridor is located in Northwest China (Figure 1),

with vast deserts in the north and Qilian Mountains in the south.

It is a typical oasis desert ecotone. It is located in the barrier area

of the northern sand control zone of the country’s barrier area,

called “Two Screens and Three Belts”. There is Qilian Mountain

Glaciers and Water Conservation Ecological Function Zone

inside, providing important services such as water

conservation, soil conservation, and ecological supply for

Western China. There are many Nature Reserves in the Hexi

Corridor, including 11 provincial-level nature reserves and

10 national nature reserves, accounting for about 28% of the

total area. The Hexi Corridor includes 20 counties, with a total

population of 4.424 million in 2020. In recent years, with the

rapid development of urbanization, the population density of the

Hexi Corridor has been twice the limit of the population carrying

capacity in arid areas (the standard proposed by the United

Nations is seven people per km2) (Sun et al., 2021), the overall

economic level is lower than the middle level in the country.

2.2 Data source

The land cover dataset used in this study is mainly from the

China Land Cover Dataset (CLCD). The dataset was published

FIGURE 1
Location of the hexi corridor.
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by Mr. Huang Xin and produced on Google Earth Engine (GEE)

platform (Yang and Huang, 2021). It is obtained by human-

computer interaction based on Landsat satellite images. The time

is from 2000 to 2020, the resolution is 30 m, and the overall

accuracy reaches 79.31% (Yang and Huang., 2021). The dataset

includes nine categories: Cropland, Forest, Shrub, Grassland,

Water, Snow/Ice, Barren, Impervious, and Wetland. According

to the research content, the categories are classified into six

categories: Cropland, Natural vegetation, Barren, Impervious,

Water and Wetland, and Other types.

The remote sensing data of this study mainly comes from the

inversion of the Moderate Resolution Imaging

Spectroradiometer (MODIS) (https://modis.gsfc.nasa.gov/),

including Net Primary Production (NPP), Normalized

Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI), Land Surface

Temperature (LST), Surface Reflectance (SR),

Evapotranspiration (ET), etc. Different sensors can calculate

different products, including MOD09A1 V6 (SR can be

inverted), MOD11A2 V6 (LST can be inverted), MOD16A2

(ET can be inverted), MOD17A3 (NPP can be inverted),

MOD13Q1 (NDVI can be inverted), etc., Numerous studies

indicated the NPP of the ecosystem can reflect the production

capacity of the ecosystem under natural conditions (Yan et al.,

2012; Wang et al., 2020).

The meteorological observation data are mainly from the

daily rainfall observation data of the National Meteorological

Information Center. Its spatial resolution is 0.25° × 0.25°, the

daily observation data are spatially interpolated by the

ANUSPLIN method, and the precipitation grid data with a

spatial resolution of 1 km is obtained. The interpolation

results were spatially registered with the 0.25° daily

precipitation grid data. Based on the daily precipitation grid

data of 0.25° resolution, the 1 km precipitation data is corrected

by the total amount control method, and the 1 km precipitation

grid data is finally obtained (Cao et al., 2018).

Auxiliary data includes soil types data, Digital Elevation

Model (DEM), and other basic data. Soil types data is from

the 1:1 million soil investigation of the Chinese Academy of

Sciences, and DEM is from the geospatial data cloud (http://

www.gscloud.cn). Finally, the data are preprocessed by splicing

and fusion, unified coordinates, and resampling.

2.3 Remote Sensing based Ecological
Index (RSEI) calculation

RSEI can quickly evaluate the quality of the regional

ecological environment. It is constructed by four important

natural ecological environment indicators: greenness (NDVI),

humidity (WET), heat (LST), and dryness (NDSI). These four

factors are closely related to human survival and are also the most

important indicators to intuitively represent the quality of the

ecological environment. They are often used to evaluate the

ecosystem (Gupta et al., 2012; Zhao et al., 1998; Nichol.,

2005). The four indexes were integrated through

normalization processing and Principal Component Analysis

(PCA) (Xu., 2013). In this study, an updated principal

component analysis weight factor determination algorithm is

applied to determine the weight coefficient of each pixel each year

by constructing a unified weight matrix for all images from

2000 to 2020 (He et al., 2021).

RESI � f (NDVI, WET, LST, NDSI)

Where, NDVI is greenness, which is calculated and obtained

by the pixel dichotomy model; WET is humidity, which is

obtained by tassel hat transformation of MODIS data (Zhang

et al., 2002); LST is the heat, and the temperature correction is

converted to the surface temperature LST through the specific

emissivity (Nichol., 2005); NDSI is dryness, which is synthesized

by bare soil index and building index (Xu., 2008).

Referring to the research of He et al., the results are divided

into five grades: Poor, Low, Fair, Good, and Excellent (He et al.,

2021). As shown in Table 1.

2.4 Water conservation assessment

Water conservation service is a kind of ecosystem regulation

service, which reflects the functions of intercepting rainfall,

storing water, and regulating runoff provided by the

ecosystem dominated by vegetation. Water conservation

service is related to rainfall factor (P), evapotranspiration

factor (ET), surface runoff (R), and ecosystem area (A) (Sigel

et al., 2010; Liu et al., 2021). This study used the water balance

equation to calculate water conservation capacity (Gong et al.,

2017):

WC � ∑j

i�1(Pi − Ri − ETi) × Ai × 103

where WC is water conservation (m³), Pi is rainfall (mm), Ri is

surface runoff (mm), ETi is evapotranspiration (mm), Ai is the

type i ecosystem area (km2), i is the type i ecosystem in the study

area, and j is the number of ecosystem types in the study area.

2.5 Soil conservation assessment

Soil conservation service is also a kind of ecosystem

regulation service, which mainly reflects the role of the

TABLE 1 RSEI classification rules.

Grade Poor Low Fair Good Excellent

Threshold value −1–0.3 −0.3–0.1 0.1–0.5 0.5–0.9 0.9–2
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vegetation ecosystem in reducing rainfall erosion and retaining

soil. Soil conservation services are mainly related to rainfall

factors (R), soil texture factors (k), terrain factors (L, S),

vegetation coverage (C), and human management factors (P)

(Cai et al., 2000; Lintern et al., 2018; Wischmeier, 1971). This

paper uses the Revised Universal Soil Loss Equation (RUSLE) to

calculate the amount of soil erosion, and then calculates the

amount of soil conservation through the difference between the

potential amount of soil erosion and the real amount of soil

erosion (Rao et al., 2018; Cao et al., 2019).

Sr = R × K × L × S × C × P

Sp = R × K × L × S

Sk = Sr- Sp

Where, Sk is soil conservation; Sr is the real amount of soil

erosion; Sp is the potential amount of soil erosion; R is rainfall

erosivity factor, which was calculated based on the method of

estimating half monthly rainfall erosivity based on daily

precipitation (Zhang et al., 2002); K is soil erodibility factor,

which was calculated by Nomogram model (Wischmeier, 1971);

L is the slope length factor and S is the slope factor, which was

calculated by the calculation formula in the Revised Universal

Soil Loss Equation (RUSLE) (Renard et al., 1997); C is the

vegetation coverage factor, which was calculated by the

relationship between vegetation coverage and factor C (Cai

et al., 2000); P is the factor of water and soil conservation

measures, which is calculated by the method of assigning

value to the land use type based on the research experience

(Cao et al., 2018).

2.6 Trade-offs and synergies analysis

The analysis of ecosystem trade-offs and synergies mainly

focuses on the analysis of the interaction among soil

conservation services (SCS), water conservation services

(WCS), and supply services (SS) in the Hexi Corridor

ecosystem. It mainly calculates the correlation coefficient and

partial correlation coefficient between the two from the pixel

scale and judges the trade-off and coordination relationship

between ecosystem services according to the positive and

negative relationship. If the partial correlation coefficient is

positive, it is judged as a synergistic relationship, and if it is

negative, it is judged as a trade-off relationship. According to

the zero hypothesis test t-test of the partial correlation

coefficient, judge the significance of trade-off and synergy

(Zhu et al., 2020; Zhu et al., 2022). The calculation formula

of the correlation coefficient is as follows:

r � ∑(x − xm)(y − ym)�������������������∑(x − xm)2∑(y − ym)2√

Where x and y are variables; xm and ym are the multi-year mean

values of variables x and y; r is the correlation coefficient of

variable x and variable y.

According to the zero hypothesis test t-test method of the

correlation coefficient, judge the significance of the correlation

between two ecosystem services (Zhu et al., 2022). When t >
t0.05 (n-k-2), reject the initial assumptions, and the correlation

result is significant. When t > t0.01 (n-k-2), reject the initial

assumptions, and the correlation result is very significant. T0.05

(n-k-2) and t0.01 (n-k-2) refer to the t-test table to determine the

critical value.

2.7 Time series trend analysis

Theil-Sen, a trend analysis method is used to analyze the

annual change characteristics of RSEI and ecosystem services.

The calculation method of the trend degree is as follows (Wu

et al., 2014):

β � mean(xj − xi

j − i
),∀j> i

where xj and xi are time series data, β refers to the slope value,

the value greater than 0 represents an increasing trend, and a

value less than 0 represents a decreasing trend.

The Mann–Kendall (M–K) is used to test the trend

significance. It is a non-parametric statistical test method

for which measured values do not need to follow a normal

distribution, the test is not required to be linear, and

that is not affected by missing values and outliers. This

study refers to the method of Mann and Kendall for M–K

test (Mann., 1945; Kendall., 1975). P is the significance

level value of the m-k test feedback. If p < 0.05, there

was a significant trend change; if p > 0.05, the β

assignment is null.

3 Results

3.1 Ecosystem structure

The bare land area in Hexi Corridor is the largest,

accounting for about 70% of the whole region, mainly

distributed in the West and North. The natural vegetation

(grassland, forest, and shrub) area in the area accounts for

about 23.6%, mainly distributed in the Qilian mountains.

The area of cropland only accounts for 5.6% of the total

area in the study area. The cropland area accounts for

5.6% and is mainly distributed in the northern foot of

Qilian Mountains. The impervious composed of urban

construction land is distributed in patches around the

cropland (Figure 2).
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From the perspective of change characteristics, the barren

area in the Hexi Corridor decreased by 9,864.94 km2 from

2000 to 2020. The area of natural vegetation, cropland, water

and wetland, and impervious has increased by 7,141.45,

2281.92,159.07, and 64.59 km2 respectively (Figure 3). From

different periods, The natural vegetation increased by 10.7%

FIGURE 2
Ecosystem distribution in the Hexi Corridor (2020).

FIGURE 3
Change curves of various ecosystems (2000–2020).
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and 1.2% respectively in the first 10 years and the last 10 years.

Water and wetland shows similar change characteristics, and the

increase rates in the 2 decades were 33.1% and 17.6%

respectively. The area of cropland and impervious showed a

linear increase, and the increase rate remained stable during the

study period.

3.2 Ecosystem quality

RSEI is used to describe the change in regional ecosystem

quality. The area of poor and low-level ecosystem quality

accounts for about 90%. Among them, the areas with poor-

level ecosystem quality are mainly composed of barren, and the

low-level ecosystem quality is mainly distributed in the northern

grassland edge of the Qilian Mountains, as well as the desert

steppe in the desert and bare land (Figure 2 and Figure 4). The

ecosystem quality of excellent and good levels accounts for 0.16%

and 2.42% of the total area respectively, which is mainly

distributed in river valleys and desert oases such as the Shule

River and Heihe River, as well as mountain forests, shrubs, alpine

grasslands and alpine meadows in the Qilian Mountains.

From 2000 to 2020, the overall ecological quality of the Hexi

Corridor improved, and the growth rate of RSEI is 0.004/a (p <
0.05). Spatially, about 76.2% of the area has no significant change

in RSEI value. 33.5% of the regions showed significant

improvement, and only 8.4% of the regions showed a

significant downward trend. The areas with significant

improvement in ecological quality are distributed in strips

from West to East, especially around the farmland in the

Middle East. The areas with significantly reduced ecosystem

quality are mainly located around the built-up areas of

Zhangye, Wuwei, Minqin and other cities (Figure 5).

3.3 Water Conservation Service (WCS)

Water conservation capacity is used to characterize the change

in water conservation services. From 2000 to 2020, the average

water conservation capacity for the last 21 years in the Hexi

Corridor is 8,700 m³/km2. Spatially, the areas with high water

conservation capacity are mainly located in the Qilian Mountain

and the densely populated areas of the Shule River andHeihe River

basins, as well as desert oases. The distribution shape is a strip or

patch. In these areas, the ecosystem types are mainly natural

vegetation and wetlands, and the water conservation volume in

some areas is more than 100,000 m³/km2 (Figure 2 and Figure 6).

Areas with low water conservation capacity are mainly distributed

in the desert with strong evaporation and cropland areas.

From 2000 to 2020, the water conservation capacity of

the Hexi Corridor decreased slightly, with a rate of 100/km2/a

(p < 0.05). However, spatially, about 76.2% of the region has no

significant change in water conservation services. The area of water

conservation services significantly increased by 20.3%, which is

FIGURE 4
Spatial distribution of mean RSEI (2000–2020).
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more consistent with the high-value area of water conservation

dominated by natural vegetation in the Qilian Mountains. The

proportion of areas with a significant reduction in water

conservation services is only 3.5%. It is distributed in strips at

the edge of water bodies and wetlands in the west of the region

(Figure 7).

FIGURE 5
Spatial distribution of RSEI trend (2000–2020).

FIGURE 6
Spatial distribution of mean water conservation capacity (2000–2020).
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3.4 Soil Conservation Service (SCS)

Soil conservation capacity is used to characterize the change

in soil conservation services. From 2000 to 2020, the average soil

conservation capacity for the last 21 years in the Hexi Corridor is

16.32 t/hm2. The region with high soil conservation capacity is

located in the south of the region and distributed along the

mountains. It includes not only the areas with good natural

vegetation growth in Qilian Mountains but also the strip areas

with grassland ecosystem distribution in the central and western

regions. Soil conservation in some areas that exceed 100 t/hm2.

Areas with low soil conservation capacity are mainly located in

widely distributed desert areas, and the value is less than 10 t/hm2

(Figure 8).

FIGURE 7
Spatial distribution of water conservation capacity trend (2000–2020).

FIGURE 8
Spatial distribution of mean soil conservation capacity
(2000–2020).

FIGURE 9
Spatial distribution of soil conservation capacity trend
(2000–2020).
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From 2000 to 2020, the soil conservation capacity in the Hexi

Corridor decreased at a rate of -0.04 t/hm2/a (p < 0.05). However,

spatially, about 94.3% of the region has no significant change in

soil conservation services (Figure 9). The area of soil conservation

services significantly increased by 4.0%, which is mainly

distributed in the ecotone between farmland, grassland, and

desert in the north foot of the Qilian Mountains. The

proportion of area with a significant reduction in soil

conservation services is only 1.6%. It is mainly distributed in

the valley area in the west of the Qilian Mountains and the south

of the Shule River Basin.

3.5 Ecosystem Supply Service (SS)

In this study, NPP was used to characterize the change in

ecosystem supply services. From 2000 to 2020, the multi-year

average NPP in the Hexi Corridor is 0.05 kgC/m2. The high NPP

value area is mainly located in the southeast of the Hexi Corridor,

including not only the natural vegetation distribution area of

Qilian Mountain but also the farmland ecosystem distribution

area in the middle and eastern parts (Figure 10). The NPP of the

forest ecosystem in some areas exceeds one kgC/m2. The low-

value area of NPP is mainly distributed in a wide range of deserts,

and the value is lower than 0.05 kgC/m2.

From 2000 to 2020, the increase rate of NPP in the Hexi

Corridor is -0.04 t/hm2/a (p < 0.05). Spatially, about 79.7% of the

region has no significant change in ecosystem supply service

(Figure 11). The proportion of regional areas with significantly

improved ecosystem supply services is 20.2%, which is consistent

with the spatial distribution of NPP high-value areas. It is mainly

located in the southeast of the Hexi Corridor, where the

ecosystem is mainly natural vegetation and cropland. The area

proportion of ecosystem supply services decreased significantly is

only 0.07%, which is more consistent with the desert areas

distributed with low NPP value.

3.6 Comprehensive analysis

Based on the above analysis results, we selected a total of

17 quantitative indicators covering “state change interaction”,

and quantitatively estimated the index values of 20 counties in

the Hexi Corridor during 2000–2010 and 2010-2020 to

comprehensively evaluate the characteristics and laws of

spatial-temporal differentiation of ecosystems.

The “Status” indicator shows that there is no significant

difference between the two time periods of 2000–2010 and

2010-2020 (Figure 12). Consistent with the previous analysis

results, ecosystem structure, quality, and service indicators show

a spatial pattern that gradually improves from northwest to

southeast on the county scale. The ecosystem background of

counties (such as SN, ML, SD, LZ, GL, and TZ) located in the

Middle East of the Hexi Corridor and adjacent to the Qilian

Mountains is better. Due to the concentrated distribution of

water bodies and wetlands, Aksai (AKS) County in the West

also has higher water conservation and soil conservation

services.

The “Change” indicator shows that except for the proportion

of natural vegetation area and the change rate of soil

conservation, other indicators show spatial gradient gradually

increasing from northwest to Southeast, which is similar to the

“Status” indicator (Figure 12). However, the changes in natural

vegetation and ecosystem services in counties in the central and

eastern regions showed significant spatial diversity between

2000-2010 and 2010-2020. In the first decade, the vegetation

structure and quality changes in counties with better ecosystem

background in the central and eastern regions have improved,

FIGURE 10
Spatial distribution of NPP (2000–2020).

FIGURE 11
Spatial distribution of NPP trend (2000–2020).
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but in the next decade, the natural vegetation area of eight

counties (GZ, SN, ML, SD, JC, YC, MQ, and TZ) in these

counties show a decrease. Combined with the “Interaction”

indicator, the main reason is the change of ecosystem

structure caused by the type transformation of natural

vegetation and desert in these counties. In the first decade, the

change in the ecosystem is mainly from desert to natural

vegetation, and in the last decade, it is mainly from natural

vegetation to desert. Accordingly, water conservation services in

five counties (SN, ML, JC, MQ, TZ) have decreased in the first

decade and increased in the second decade. Soil conservation

services in six counties (SN, SD, JC, YC, MQ, and TZ) showed

opposite change characteristics, that is, they increased in the first

decade and decreased in the second decade. On the whole, in the

past 2 decades, the hotspots of ecosystem quality and service

improvement have gradually moved Eastward.

The “Interaction” indicator shows that in the counties

located in the Middle East of the Hexi Corridor, the intensity

of ecosystem interaction is significantly greater than that in

the western region. For example, natural vegetation turns into

a desert (mainly in 2010–2020), and the quality level of the

ecosystem is significantly improved (Figure 12). At the same

time, there is a strong synergy between ecosystem regulation

services and supply services in these regions, but there are

obvious trade-offs within ecosystem regulation services.

Compared with 2000–2010, during 2010–2020, counties

with reduced natural vegetation in the central and eastern

region (GZ, SN, ML, SD, JC, YC, MQ, and TZ) played a

promoting role in the synergy between water conservation and

supply services. The synergy between six counties (GZ, ML,

JC, YC, MQ, and TZ) is enhanced. However, the synergy

between soil conservation and supply services in these eight

counties is significantly reduced, and even some regions show

trade-offs (such as TZ). For ecosystem regulation services, the

trade-off characteristics of water conservation and soil

conservation in these eight counties have been significantly

strengthened.

For western counties (such as DH, GZ, AKS, SB, YM, and

JT), compared with 2000–2010, the ecosystem quality

decreased from 2010 to 2020 (RSEI showed a downward

trend). “Change” and “Interaction” indicators show that soil

conservation and water conservation also show opposite

changes. That is, the amount of water conservation

increases while the amount of soil conservation decreases.

FIGURE 12
Characteristics and changes of ecological assessment indicators in the Hexi Corridor (For the status indicator, green indicates a positive value,
red indicates a negative value, and the positive and negative values are classified into four grades and colored. The Change indicator is consistent with
the status indicator. The Interaction indicator blue is positive and brown is negative. The coloring rules are consistent with the Status).
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At the same time, the trade-off between water conservation

and soil conservation is more obvious. However, different

from the counties in the middle and eastern regions, the

synergy of ecosystem regulation and supply services has been

strengthened on the whole.

pNV: Proportion of natural vegetation area (%); pC:

Proportion of cropland area (%); mRSEI: Proportion of

area above good grade RSEI (%); mNPP: Mean value of

NPP(gC/m2); mWC: Mean value of Water Conservation

(m³/km2); mSC: Mean value of Soil Conservation (t/hm2);

pcNV: Proportion change of natural vegetation area (%); pCC:

Proportion change of cropland area (%); slpRSEI: Slope of

RSEI (*0.01); slpNPP: Slope of NPP(gC/m2); slpWC: Slope

of Water Conservation (m³/km2); slpSC: Slope of Soil

Conservation (t/hm2); pDtoNV: Proportion of desert to

natural vegetation area in total area change (%); pDtoC:

Proportion of desert to cropland area in total area change

(%); pRSEI_Imp: Proportion of RSEI grade improvement area

(%); pWCS-SS: Proportion of synergy minus trade-off area

between WCS and SS; pSCS-SS: Proportion of synergy minus

trade-off area between SCS and SS(%); pWCS-SCS:

Proportion of trade-off minus synergy area between WCS

and SCS(%).

4 Discussion

4.1 Scale characteristics in a
comprehensive assessment of regional
ecosystem

Analyzing the characteristics and long-term sequence

changes of ecosystem structure, quality, and service in the

Hexi Corridor from the macro-regional scale is beneficial to

grasp the basic characteristics of the regional ecosystem from

the perspective of arid and semi-arid complete geographical

unit and put forward strategic decisions from the perspective of

regional ecosystem protection and ecological security

maintenance (Scholes et al., 2013; Turner et al., 2016). At

the same time, we put more emphasis on the quantitative

analysis of the spatial differentiation characteristics and laws

of ecosystems. For example, taking the county as the basic unit

in space, we analyzed the ecosystem characteristics and changes

of the Hexi Corridor in 2000–2010 and 2010-2020. These

analyses not only refine the characteristics of

macroecological changes but also help to analyze the causes

of these changes. It also reveals some characteristics of

ecosystem laws that have been covered up in the macro

pattern analysis. For example, ecosystem services synergies

and trade-offs, spatial differentiation, and differences in

influencing factors. It can be seen that multi-scale ecosystem

comprehensive assessment, especially the scale coupling

analysis of geographical units and administrative units, is

beneficial to the integration of strategic decisions and the

implementation of specific policies and measures for

ecosystem protection.

4.2 The impact of ecosystem change on
ecosystem services is complex

Our results show that compared with the regions with

poor ecosystem backgrounds, the regions with good

ecosystem backgrounds in the Hexi Corridor show better

spatial similarity. It includes not only the consistent

changes in the structure, quality, and services of natural

ecosystems, but also the more obvious synergy or trade-off

effects of ecosystem services in these regions. This is

consistent with the typical climatic characteristics of

drought and little rain in drylands and the spatial pattern

of water resource shortage. In other words, the capacity of

resources and the environment is the basis and main

determinant of the ecosystem and services in the Hexi

Corridor. Previous studies have shown that the increase of

vegetation in arid and semi-arid areas can fix the soil to a

certain extent, but it will also bring greater vegetation

evaporation, increase regional water consumption, and

change the local hydrological characteristics and

hydrological cycle process (Lian et al., 2021; Yao et al.,

2021; Zhao et al., 2021). This is consistent with the

changing trend of water conservation and soil conservation

services in the opposite direction found in our study. There are

also obvious spatial differences between the East and west of

the Hexi Corridor in terms of the impact of ecosystem changes

on the synergy and trade-off between ecosystem services,

especially the relationship between ecosystem regulation

and supply services. This spatial difference is related to the

way of ecosystem change in the East and west of the region.

For example, the change in the ecosystem in the eastern part of

the region is mainly due to the transformation of natural

vegetation into the desert, and in the western part is mainly

due to the reduction of the quality of the vegetation ecosystem.

Therefore, soil conservation services may be more sensitive to

changes in land use patterns than changes in vegetation

quality (Quétier et al., 2007; Liu et al., 2020; Wuepper

et al., 2020). However, the desert in the west of the Hexi

Corridor is widely distributed and covers a large area, and the

ecosystem is fragile as a whole, which is vulnerable to the

impact of interannual climate fluctuations. Coupled with the

superposition effect of a small increase in natural vegetation in

the region (such as GZ and YM), it may significantly change

the relationship between ecosystem services in the region. For

example, we found that the natural vegetation area of YM and

GZ decreased by 0.97%, but the trade-off between ecosystem

regulation and supply services changed in the opposite

direction.
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4.3 Limitations and future research
direction

First, we choose comprehensive ecosystem assessment

indicators as far as possible and also focus on ecosystem

services and the relationship between them. The evaluation

results reflect the high spatial-temporal consistency of the

region. The cause analysis of these characteristics and

change laws is still insufficient, which needs more ground

investigations and even control experiments at the level of

ecological process mechanism to prove and explain (Díaz

et al., 2007; Lavorel et al., 2011; Lavorel and Grigulis., 2012;

Carlucci et al., 2020). Therefore, in more space-time scales,

integrating multi-source data to build quantitative

ecosystem assessment indicators and frameworks is an

important means and development direction to solve

such problems. Second, this study mainly uses satellite

remote sensing images with a medium and low spatial

resolution (30 m–1000 m), and the detailed description of

ecosystems in arid and semi-arid regions with less and

sparse vegetation distribution is still limited. In the

future, relying on multi-source satellite remote sensing

data, we will develop more sensitive ecosystem change

assessment indicators to improve the spatial-temporal

resolution and information extraction accuracy of the

indicators, It is one of the key ways to improve the

scientificity and effectiveness of evaluation from technical

means (Pettorelli et al., 2018; Río-Mena et al., 2020). Third,

the dryland ecological environment is fragile, the

relationship between man and land is tense, and it is very

sensitive to climate change. It is also an important region for

global sustainable development. The urban expansion and

resource utilization of drylands have a greater impact on the

natural ecosystem, and the indirect impact of urban

expansion is even much greater than the direct impact

(Zeng et al., 2021; Ren et al., 2022). Therefore, in the

future, it is necessary to further effectively couple

ecosystem assessment with socio-economic development

characteristics and sustainable development goals, and

build more operable decision-making tools for dryland

ecosystem protection and management (Fu et al., 2021).

5 Conclusion

According to the background characteristics of the dryland

ecosystem, quantitatively evaluating the spatial-temporal pattern

and change law of ecosystem elements and relationships from

different spatial-temporal scales is the scientific basis and

prerequisite for formulating regional ecosystem protection and

management strategies according to local conditions. Our research

has three main conclusions:

1) From west to East, the ecosystem status, change, and

interaction in the Hexi Corridor have similar spatial

distribution patterns. Counties with good ecosystem

backgrounds in the East (such as SN, ML, SD, LZ, GL, and

TZ) have the most obvious improvement in ecosystem

quality and services, which can provide more ecosystem

services for the region. At the same time, the synergy of

ecosystem supply and regulation services and the trade-off

within ecosystem regulation services are the most obvious

areas in the Hexi Corridor. In the counties with poor

ecosystem backgrounds in the west, the fragile ecosystem

represented by desert accounts for a relatively large area, the

fluctuation characteristics of ecosystem quality are obvious,

and the capacity of regulation and supply services are

insufficient.

2) From 2000 to 2020, the ecosystem condition of the Hexi

Corridor improved as a whole. The natural vegetation area in

the Hexi Corridor has increased by 7,141.45 km2 as a whole,

and the desert area has decreased by 9,864.94 km2. The quality

of the regional ecosystem in more than one-third of the Hexi

Corridor has been significantly improved. Although the mean

water conservation and soil conservation in the Hexi Corridor

decreased slightly, the areas of water conservation services

and soil conservation services significantly increased were

more than 6 times and 3 times the significantly reduced areas,

respectively. From the perspective of different periods, the

spatial differences between ecosystem changes in the first

decade (2000–2010) and the second decade (2010-2020) are

obvious. It is mainly reflected in the transformation of natural

vegetation into the desert in most counties in the East in the

next decade, resulting in a decline in the proportion of natural

vegetation area. The research shows that compared with the

previous decade, the hotspots of improving ecosystem quality

and services in the Hexi Corridor have gradually moved

eastward in the latter decade.

3) Ecosystem change can significantly change the quantity

and relationship of ecosystem services, but the impact

mode and spatial differences are obvious. In the region

with good ecosystem background in the Middle East of the

region, the loss of natural vegetation not only improves

water conservation services but also enhances its synergy

with product supply services. On the contrary, soil

conservation services in these areas have declined, and

the synergy with supply services has been significantly

weakened. The trade-off between water conservation

and soil conservation has also been strengthened.

However, in the region with poor ecosystem background

in the west of the region, although the reduction of

ecosystem quality has also strengthened the trade-off

characteristics of water conservation and soil conservation

services, the synergy of ecosystem regulation and supply

services has been strengthened.
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